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          Extended to Mar 31, 2024
        


        
          
            
              Standard Rate

              
                $800
                /month
              
            

            
              
	$400/month for the first 12 months
	$480/month for the next 12 months
	$560/month for the next 12 months
	$640/month for the next 12 months
	$720/month for the next 12 months
	5% annual increase onward
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                Compare With 

                Market Sales
              
            

          


          
            
              Hotels.com

              US $11,000,000
            

          

          
            
              California.com

              US $3,000,000
            

          

          
            
              Fly.com

              US $2,890,000
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                Market Sales
              
            

          


          
            
              Jets.com
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      Learn how this CEO benefited from leasing a premium domain found at Venture.com!
    

  

  
    
      
      Play Video
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      Why A Premium Domain Is Essential For Your Business

    

    
      
        You Want Customers To Find You

        
          Think of your domain name as an investment in a prime piece of online
          real estate. Launching your business with a premium name can be like
          opening a retail store in a busy shopping district.
        

      

      
        You'll Attract Instant Leads

        
          Due to their short and memorable nature, many premium domains already
          receive significant type-in traffic. Your organization can utilize
          this established presence and existing traffic to attract customers,
          build your brand and gain recognition as an industry leader.
        

      

      
        Your Domain Is Your Brand

        
          You need a name that will resonate with your customers. The intuitive,
          memorable nature of premium names makes them ideal. A memorable name
          can be easier to brand and helps increase the likelihood of customers
          finding you, over your competitor.
        

      

    

  



  
  
    
      Why Entrepreneurs Choose To Lease

      Here are the top 5 reasons why

    


    
      	Save cash to invest elsewhere
	Exclusive rights to use the domain for as long as you want
	You don’t have to worry about the asset becoming obsolete
	Reduced risk if the asset has to be disposed
	A safe and effective solution


    

  



  
  
    How It Works

    
      
        Step 1
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        Fill out application

      

      
        Step 2
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        Once Owner approves, your perpetual lease starts

      

      
        Step 3
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        Make automated monthly payments

      

    

    Learn More About How Venture Works
  



  
  
    In Good Company

    
      See how businesses like yours are growing with a premium domain lease
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                      Rhyme.com acquired by
                      Coursera, a company worth more than $1 billion.
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                      Masks.com proves that having a category killer domain name slays
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                    Camp.com
                    Fifth Avenue store makes waves with a Venture Domain
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                      PlayGame.com raised funding and
                      signed a deal with Disney in Southeast Asia
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                      Urent.com Mobility startup raises seven-figure Pre-Series A
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      Frequently Asked Questions

        

    
      
        
          1. What is Venture?
          
          
        
      


      
        
          
            Venture is a perpetual rights leasing platform for domain names.
            Our mission is to help the next generation of startups create amazing brands.
          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          2. Why are some contracts so highly expensive?
          
          
        
      


      
        
          
            Premium brandable domains, like prime real estate, can be worth up to millions
            of dollars, and its value is reflected in its contract.
          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          3. Can I buy the domain instead?
          
          
        
      


      
        
          
            Venture.com is a digital lease-only platform because
            we want to protect the domain ecology of the web. However, you may contact
            the Domain Owner via Whois to inquire if a sale is possible.
          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          4. Can I cancel anytime?
          
          
        
      


      
        
          
            Yes. It’s free to cancel your contract at any time for any reason. You
            will not be reimbursed for the payment period you cancel. For more details
            please read our refund policy.
          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          5. How do I change name servers?
          
          
        
      


      
        
          
            Submit your name servers when you apply or via your account. Once the
            Domain Owner has transferred the domain to Venture, it may take 24-72 hours to update.
          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          6. Can I lose the domain?
          
          
        
      


      
        
          
            Venture's model has been designed with your brand's longterm success
            in mind. It guarantees you exclusive rights to lease the domain indefinitely.
            The Owner cannot cancel for convenience. Therefore, it is contingent upon
            your end of the agreement being kept by paying on time and not infringing
            on any trademark with the domain.
          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          7. What happens if the domain owners sells the domain?
          
          
        
      


      
        
          
            The new domain owner will be required to agree to your existing lease
            agreement terms and conditions. This means you will continue with your
            exclusive rights to use the domain.
          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          8. What happens if I want to sell my business?
          
          
        
      


      
        
          
            You will be able to transfer/assign your perpetual rights lease to
            the new owner of the business built on the domain. We have already executed
            a number of these assignments.
          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          9. What is the compensation payment?
          
          
        
      


      
        
          
            The Compensation Payment is a form of assurance to the Owner for the loss of
            the domain name. This would only apply to you if you conduct illegal activities
            such as blatant trademark infringement. It is calculated based on 250 multiplied
            by the Original Monthly Fee, or then-current Monthly Fee, whichever is greater.
          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          10. How can I list my domain names?
          
          
        
      


      
        
          
            Listings are by invitation only. 
          

        

      

    




    

  



  
  
    Related Domains

    
      
        
          	Domain	Monthly
	
                    easyprojects.com
                  	
                    $400 USD
                  
	
                    thermoformer.com
                  	
                    $400 USD
                  
	
                    learninglab.com
                  	
                    $1040 USD
                  
	
                    organicfusion.com
                  	
                    $450 USD
                  
	
                    ancientworld.com
                  	
                    $250 USD
                  


        

        
          	Domain	Monthly
	
                    airstep.com
                  	
                    $400 USD
                  
	
                    altimeters.com
                  	
                    $400 USD
                  
	
                    carolinamoon.com
                  	
                    $250 USD
                  
	
                    biologyforkids.com
                  	
                    $250 USD
                  
	
                    calibratings.com
                  	
                    $480 USD
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